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We are now in a changing world and changes are continuously happening as time passes by. If we’re going to look around, we are now surrounded by different things that is runs through the use of technology. Before the advent of modern world, life is hard because everything is done manually like the everyday chores that took us so much time to finish. But now, technology has arrived together with the inventions that makes our life easier now, and unceasingly improves the quality of life each day.

Electronic gadgets are just some of the examples that is powered by technology that we often use nowadays. Indeed, these gadgets are very useful to us. Due to its convenience and efficiency, our lives have improved significantly. The access to education, medicine, industry, transportation etc. has been simplified too. Smartphones, laptops, smartwatches, etc. are best examples of these electronic gadgets that helps us to finish our chores extremely faster and easier not only inside the house but even outside too.

Obviously, gadgets play a vital role in the educational field wherein it serves as a medium that allows the students to learn easier and quickly. First, it promotes independent learning in a way that the students do not need the assistance of teacher or parents in doing school works because through the use of gadget connected to the internet, they can browse their assignments and other stuffs that are related to school. It is also useful for the teachers because they can make their classes an exciting and enjoyable one by presenting the lessons using these gadgets where they can show videos and images that can endorse interest inside the class.
Aside from the aforementioned advantages of gadgets, it also has its disadvantages. There are students who forget to eat their meal on time because of these gadgets. They also commit excessive involvement with various devices that stops them to make time in studying. Meaning, they experience addiction with these devices that somehow makes them miserable. But despite of these disadvantages, we should know the real purpose why these gadgets were made—not to harm us, but to give us ease on what we are doing and lessens our chores that requires so much time to finish.

All we need is discipline to avoid committing such problems caused electronic devices. We should keep in mind that it must be the root of our success and not our disappointment. It is truly functional in the educational field so as much as possible, use these devices to reach our dreams and not our failures.
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